
                                                                                    

Lesson 12 Progressions

Class Structure:      10m Warm-up / 45 minute testing skills and evaluation / 5m Stretch
Conditioning Notes:

Pulling Taffy
Strength Focus:  Building grip strength.  Gradually introduces the hands maintaining the body's weight as as the weight is shifted off center 

from the feet.  Introduce wrist wraps to assist those that struggle to maintain their grip throughout the exercise. 

Shoulder Shrugs

Strength Focus:  Feeling scapula movement and proper shoulder position while hanging from long arms.  Students should keep toes on 

the ground in a seated position during this exercise.  Movement should be small with no flexion in the elbow.  *Note: Do NOT cue shoulders down 

and back!*

Long Arm Lifted Hang
Strength Focus:  Coordinating grip, shoulder, and abdominal engagement.  After completing shrugs, find the appropriate shoulder 

engagement.  Do leg marching and prancing as a progression to a full hang.

Bent Arm Lifted Hang
Strength Focus:  Building bicep endurance to take on full body weight.  Do leg marching and prancing as a progression to a full hang.  For 

bent arms, having the shoulders down and back is an appropriate engagement while holding the position.

Rows
Strength Focus:  Building stregth while transitioning from bent to long arm positions.  Wrap the hands from kneeling to make it easier, 

wrap from sitting to provide a better challenge.

Climbs & Descents

Basic Climb and Elevator Descent
Testing Focus:  Student can successfully execute climb and descent with good form on both sides.  Ensure that student executes the 

climb AND descent on both sides.  Student should be able to maintain control while descending without the aid of their arms.

Russian Variations

Testing Focus:  Student can successfully execute the Russian, Russian Ball, Little Russian Flirt, and Big Russian Flirt on both sides.  

Ensure that student can remember the differences between each variation without additional cueing or explanation.  Can used a mixed Russian 

climb to show all variations, student does not have to climb to the top for each one.

Crochet Climb
Testing Focus:  Student can successfully execute climb and return to a stand wrap to descend.  If students cannot execute the climb yet, 

feel free to test them on the drills/progressions leading up to the climb from knot/wrist locks.

Mid-Term Skill Test

Wrist Locks/Wraps Test

Testing Focus:  Student can successfully wrap a wrist lock/hitch and can get enter/exit an inversion with control.   Once inverted a 

student should show enough stability to execute multiple shapes at a time.  Ensure they show all the foundation shapes:  ball, pike, pencil, split, 

nutcracker, fang, straddle, and crochet.  For sided shapes, make sure student displays them on both sides.

Single Foot Lock

Testing Focus:  Student can successfully get into a foot lock from using a hand wrap and from standing without additional guidance.   

Once in a foot lock the student can execute the following skills:  Ships Prow, Back Stag, Katniss Press, Ball Lean, Seated Hip Lean, Standing Hip 

Lean, Split Pole Arabesque, Ladylike, Airplane, Skater, Cocoon, Pinwheel, Susan, Beginner Clothesline, Peter Pan Sit, Phoenix Sit, and Fulcrum 

Split.  Ensure the student does skills with each foot in the foot lock.

Single Tail Lock

Testing Focus:  Student can successfully get into a foot lock from using a hand wrap and from standing without additional guidance.   

Once in a foot lock the student can execute the following skills: Mermaid, Cross Knee Hang, Arrow, Basket, Fake Basket Belay, Single Tail 

Arabesque, Single Tail Clothesline.  Ensure that each foot is used in the foot lock to demonstrate skills.

Double Foot Lock

Testing Focus:  Student can successfully get into double foot locks that are fairly even without additional aid.   Once in a foot lock the 

student can execute the following skills: .Sous Sus Balance, 4th Position Balance, Splits/Lunge, Lounger, Cocoon/Pea Pod, Splits Roll, Namaste 

Sit, Namaste Ball Hang, Arabesque Cross Back Entry, Shoulder Pull Cross Back Entry, Cross Back Position, Cross Back Mermaid, Cross Back 

Knee Hang, Eiffel Tower Split.

Hip Key

Evaluation Check In:  Check the students ability to do a standing hip key on each side and evaluate from 1 to 10.  Students are not 

expected to have full hip keys at this point, but use this as an opportunity to see how much more development the student needs in order to 

achieve this foundational skill.

Inversions

Evaluation Check In:  Check the students ability to do a standing invert and evaluate from 1 to 10.  Students are not expected to have full 

inverts at this point, but use this as an opportunity to see how much more development the student needs in order to achieve this foundational 

skill.

Depending on class size, it may not be possible to evaluate ALL the skills in each group in one single class.  Feel free to pull skills out of a jar to test students on them randomly and be sure 

to force them to do some skills on the left and some on the right.
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